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- AM4:		Zhao	et	al.,	2018	a,b.		JAMES
- CM4:		Held	et	al.,	2019		JAMES (in	revision)
- CM4,	TCR	&	ECS:		Winton	et	al.,	2019	JAMES (submitted)



Total	Cloud	Fraction

• Bias	according	to	ISCCP:	-15.2	%
• Bias	according	to	CALIPSO:	-11.89	%

%

%

ISCCP	(2000-2007)	65.3	% CALIPSO	(2007-2016)	67.3	%

AM4	- CALIPSOAM4	- ISCCP

• For	Similar	comparisons	with	CAM4,	
CAM5,	and	E3SM	see	Kay	et	al.,	2012;	
Zhang	et	al.,	2019



Cloud	Fraction	(%)	as	seen	by	ISCCP	and	MODIS

especially the Philippines hotspot, is most apparent in JJA, and there is no obvious improvement over AM3
in monsoonal rainfall. The Eastern Pacific precipitation is improved (e.g., less double ITCZ) in both DJF and
JJA seasons in AM4.0, while a bias toward too wet a winter season in Western North America (more appar-
ent with a different choice of contour interval) persists.

In the tropical Atlantic and south America sector, AM4.0 significantly improves the precipitation dry bias
over the South America Amazonian region as well as the summertime Atlantic ITCZ location and intensity
compared to AM2.1 and AM3. During boreal summer, most GCMs tend to underestimate the northward
shift of the tropical Atlantic rain belt, leading to deficient precipitation over land and an anomalous precipi-
tation maximum over the west Atlantic ocean (Siongco et al., 2015). AM4.0 performs quite well in this aspect
with little west Atlantic precipitation biases. The dry bias in central North America, which improved in AM3
over AM2, is somewhat more severe in AM4.0 for reasons that are unclear at present. When AM4.0 is cou-
pled with an ocean, this central North America dry bias tends to be largely reduced, while the Amazonian
region gets drier.

Runoff is an informative indicator of water and energy balances of both land and atmosphere. In the
absence of long-term storage change, runoff equals the long-term difference between precipitation and
evapotranspiration. The global pattern of basin-average runoff, as inferred from long-term discharge meas-
urements, is reproduced by the model (Figure 12). Errors in the large tropical basins (Amazon, Parana, and

Figure 10. Climatological distribution of global mean cloud fraction as a function of cloud top pressure pt (ordinate) and
cloud optical thickness s (abscissa). (a) AM4.0 climatology generated from the ISCCP simulator from the 1980–2014 AMIP
simulation. (b) As in Figure 10a except from the MODIS simulator. The satellite observations from the (c) ISCCP (1983–
2008) and (d) MODIS (2003–2010) climatology. The global mean cloud fraction (sum of each figure) is shown in the paren-
theses. High topped and optically thick clouds are represented in the top right corner, while low topped and optically
thin clouds are represented in the bottom left corner.
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• AM4	underestimates	the	low-level	clouds,	especially	
the	optically	thin	ones

• Good	job	with	thicker	low-level	clouds
• Too	few	mid-level	clouds
• Observational	uncertainty	is	large
• This	partly	justifies	the	motivation	to	focus	on	

optimizing	quantities	like	TOA	fluxes	rather	than	cloud	
amount.		

• See	also	Pincus et	al.,	2012;	Klein	et	al.,	2013



Vertical	Structure	of	Clouds

Cloud	Fraction	[%] Cloud	Fraction	Bias	[%]

• CALIPSO	data:	2007-2016
• Upper	level	bias:	-2.8	%
• Mid	level	bias:					-4.9	%
• Low	level	bias:					-10.2	%
• Most	of	the	issues	with	low	

level	clouds	are	between	+/-
30

Solid:	CALIPSO
Dashed:	AM4.0



Optimizing	AM4	to	observations

In addition, the land model LM4.0 is only incrementally modified from LM3.0, when run with static vegeta-
tion (representative of 1981 conditions) as in the simulations described here.

3. Portrait Plot Overview

During the model development, we have routinely used a variety of automatic analysis packages to evalu-
ate model performance against the observations and reanalysis (see Table 1 for some of the data sets).
Most of the analysis focused on spatial distribution of meteorological fields such as winds, temperature,
humidity, clouds, atmospheric tracers as well as the energy fluxes. In addition, we have also recently utilized
the portrait plots described by Gleckler et al. (2008, 2016) to monitor aspects of simulation quality along our
development trajectory. In Figures 1 and 2, we compare features of the seasonal mean large-scale climate
of AM4.0/LM4.0 to that of other GFDL models and to the AMIP simulations in the CMIP5 archive. The differ-
ent models are displayed along the vertical axis (AM4.0/LM4.0 is the top line in both figures) while different
large-scale fields (as described in the caption) define the horizontal axis. Each square is divided into four tri-
angles representing different seasons. (The triangles from left rotating clockwise are respectively for the JJA,
SON, DJF, and MAM seasons.) Blue colors indicate that the spatial RMS error versus an observational data

Figure 3. Long-term annual mean TOA net SW downward (absorption) radiative flux in W m22 from (a) AM4.0 AMIP simu-
lation and (b) observational estimate based on CERES-EBAF-ed2.8, averaged for the 2001–2015 period. (c) Model biases
(AM4.0 minus CERES). (d) As in Figure 3c except for AM2.1. (e) As in Figure 3c except for AM3. Titles of Figures 3a and 3b
show global mean values. Titles of Figures 3c–3e show global mean biases and RMS errors.
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TOA	net	SW	down

AM4.0 CERES-EBAF

AM4	- CERES

AM3	- CERESAM2.1	- CERES

Bias RMSE
AM4.0						-0.77 7.35	
AM3 -4.11 11.46
AM2.1 -3.16 12.93		

It	is	easy	to	claim	that	GFDL,	and	most	other	GCM	have	the	
same	problems	in	simulating	clouds	as	they	have	had	for	a	
long	time.		

But	it	is	important	to	realize	that	we	could	simulate	better	
clouds,	such	as	low-level	tropical	clouds… if	that	was	our	
number	one	priority.			



AM4.0	TOA	radiative	fluxes:	Cloud	Radiative	Effect

CERES	v4.1

AM4-CERES	v4.1

AM4-CERES	v2.8

2003	– Jul	2016

2003	– Sep	2018

W
/m

2
W
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2

Loeb	et	al.,	2009
Loeb	and	Doelling,	2018



Sensitivities	of	the	Simulated	Climate	Across	an	ensemble	of	
GFDL	Models	

• Problems	with	Cess (uniform	+2K	warming)

AM4 0.57	K	W/m2
AM3 0.67	K	W/m2	
AM2.1 0.54	K	W/m2
AM4 0.52	K	W/m2	(fixed	drop	number)	

• Contrary	to	former	expectations,	the	Cess Feedback	
Parameter	(Cess Sensitivity)	is	not	proportional	to	TCR,	
and	it	is	not	constant	in	time.		

• The	’Pattern	effect’	is	important.		Clouds	and	the	ocean	
heat	uptake	depend	on	the	pattern	of	SST

Cess Climate	Feeback Parameter

Cess et	al.,	1989;	Senior	and	Mitchell,	2000;	Golaz et	al.,	2013,	Stevens	et	al.,	2016;		Gregory	and	Andrews,	2016;	
Zhou	et	al.,	2016;	Silvers	et	al.,	2018,	Andrews	et	al.,	2018;	Zhao	et	al.,	2018	a,b

The source of Δλ is shown in Figure 2. The clear-sky feedback (Figures 1d and 1e) is slightly (but robustly)
more negative in amip-piForcing compared to abrupt-4xCO2 (Figure 2b) due to differences in longwave
(LW) clear-sky feedback processes that are partly offset by shortwave (SW) clear-sky feedback differences
(Figure 2d). This difference in clear sky feedback between amip-piForcing and abrupt-4xCO2 explains the
relatively small change in net sensitivity between these experiments for the GFDL-AM2.1 model. For the other
models, differences in cloud feedback (measured by changes in cloud radiative effect, CRE) (Figure 1f) are a
larger source of the reduced sensitivity in amip-piForcing (Figure 2c). This mostly comes from SW cloud
feedback processes, with historical LW cloud feedback processes generally being representative of that seen
in abrupt-4xCO2 (Figure 2e). These findings are consistent with process-orientated studies that suggest lapse-
rate (which affect LW clear sky) and low-cloud (which affect SW, NET, and CRE) feedbacks vary the most with
SST patterns, especially in the Pacific (see below and Andrews et al., 2015; Andrews & Webb, 2018; Ceppi &
Gregory, 2017; Rose et al., 2014; Silvers et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2016, 2017).

In amip-piForcing the model mean EffCSamip =!F2x/λamip is ~2 K, ranging from 1.6 to 2.2 K across the AGCMs
(Table 1). The narrowness of this EffCSamip range does not arise due to reduced uncertainty in λamip relative to
λ4xCO2. On the contrary, the spread (measured by 1.645*σ) in λamip is almost the same size as the spread in
λ4xCO2 (Table 1). The spread in EffCSamip is narrower primarily because λamip is on average more negative

Figure 2. Relationship between the feedback parameter evaluated by regression of dN against dT over the historical period
(1871–2010) in amip-piForcing (λamip) and 150 years of abrupt-4xCO2 (λ4xCO2) for (a) NET radiative feedback,
(b) clear-sky component, (c) CRE component, (d) LW and SW clear-sky components, and (e) LW and SW CRE components.
(f) Time series of λamip for individual AGCMs evaluated by linear regression of dN against dT in a sliding 30-year
window in the amip-piForcing experiments, the year represents the center of the window. Colored circles in (f) with
horizontal lines show the feedback parameter values from abrupt-4xCO2. LW = longwave; SW = shortwave.

10.1029/2018GL078887Geophysical Research Letters
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Andrews	et	al.,	2018



Different	measures	of	Sensitivity:	The	Semantic	Wars

AM4/CM4 2.1K
AM3/CM3 2.5K		
AM2.1/CM2.1 2.0K		
AM4* 1.9K		(fixed	drop	number)
ESM2M	

Cess TCR Eff	CS	(1-150) Eff	CS	(51-300) Equilibrium	CS

2.1	K
2.0	K
1.5	K
?
1.3	K

?	
4.8	K
?	
?
3.3	K

5.0	K
4.3	K
?
?
2.9	K

3.9	K
4.0	K
3.4	K
?
2.4	K

Stouffer	et	al.,	2006;	Randall	et	al.,	2007;	Andrews	et	al.,	2012;	Golaz et	al.,	2013;	Paynter	et	al.,	2018;	Winton	et	al.,	2019



Global	and	Time	Mean	Radiative	Feedback	Values

Ringer	et	al.	2014

AM4p0

Initial	comparison	is	consistent	
with	Ringer	et	al.	2014

comparisons of the SW CRE feedbacks as the AMIP experiments do not include reductions in sea ice extent
(although they do include snow retreat over land). Soden et al. [2008] estimate the clear-sky albedo feedback
cloud masking effect as 0.26Wm!2 K!1. Adding this offset to λsw,cre derived from the abrupt4×CO2

experiments—assuming that the dominant contribution results from the sea ice reduction and varies little
between models—leads to closer agreement with the AMIP experiments in the absolute value of the
feedback in most, but not all, of the models. This issue is less important for the LW CRE feedback as the
masking effect in this case will be much less dependent on the experimental design: accounting for cloud
masking would mean that the LW cloud feedback is likely to be positive in all cases. Overall, the impact of
cloud masking is to slightly alter our perspective on comparisons between the absolute values of the
feedbacks but not on their spread across the respective ensembles.

In all of the experiments the median net CRE feedback (λnet,cre) is close to zero but the spread is large,
especially toward positive feedbacks. Differences in the median total feedback across the different types of
experiment are thus primarily determined by differences in the clear-sky feedbacks.
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Figure 1. Global-mean radiative feedbacks (all in Wm!2 K!1) in the different CMIP5 experiments. “abrupt” refers to
the reduced set of 12 models which overlap with AMIP experiments and “abrupt_all” refers to the complete ensemble
of 24 coupled experiments. These are box plots with the box showing the interquartile range, the horizontal line the
median, and the whiskers indicating the full range (maximum andminimum values). Note that the range spanned by the
y axis is the same for all of the feedbacks although the absolute values are different.

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2014GL060347
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Figure 1. Global-mean radiative feedbacks (all in Wm!2 K!1) in the different CMIP5 experiments. “abrupt” refers to
the reduced set of 12 models which overlap with AMIP experiments and “abrupt_all” refers to the complete ensemble
of 24 coupled experiments. These are box plots with the box showing the interquartile range, the horizontal line the
median, and the whiskers indicating the full range (maximum andminimum values). Note that the range spanned by the
y axis is the same for all of the feedbacks although the absolute values are different.
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Changing	clouds	in	amip-future4K and	
amip-p4K?

• Clouds	are	almost	identical	between	the	p4K	and	Future	4K	
experiments.	

• Mid-level	clouds	decrease	with	warming	at	most	latitudes
• Upper-level	clouds	increase	with	warming	poleward	of	50	
• In	the	Tropics	warming	slightly	increases	upper	level	clouds	and	

decreases	low	level	clouds.
• Very	little	difference	in	high-latitude	cloud	fraction	between	

warming	experiments.



Changing	clouds	in	amip-p4K and	amip-
m4K?

• The	response	to	+/- 4K	SST	perturbations	is	fairly	symmetric

• Strong	polar	response	of	clouds	to	SST.		We	don’t	have	good	
observations	there.		Important	implications	for	polar	
amplification



Relative	Changes	of	Cloud	Fraction	in	amip-
p4K and	amip-m4K

• Changes	at	all	heights

• At	mid-levels	there	is	a	lack	of	change	in	tropical	clouds

• Large	differences	in	Arctic	for	low-level	clouds



What	are	we	learning?	

àAM4	simulates	fewer	than	observed	clouds	at	most	levels	and	latitudes	but	
primarily	in	the	tropical	low-level	clouds

à The	pattern	of	warming	can	change	the	sensitivity	of	the	climate

à The	latest	GFDL	models	compare	very	well	to	observed	TOA	radiative	fluxes,	clouds	are	
less constrained

àThe	diversity	of	climate	sensitivities	can	be	discouraging…
àIdealized	models	are	a	critical	tool	for	understanding	cloud	responses
àHigh	sensitivity	GCMs:	Will	things	get	worse	before	they	get	better?		

à Can	we	develop	a	consensus	on	critical	cloud	constraints	for	model	developers?



Thank	You

Questions	about	GFDL	CFMIP	data?							Please	email	me.

levi.silvers@noaa.gov
levi.silvers@stonybrook.edu



Cloud	Radiative	Effect

Black:		Net	CRE
Blue:				SW	CRE
Yellow:	LW	CRE


